Rockpools rock!
Seaside rockpools are brilliant places to find wildlife. But how would you
manage if your world was undersea for part of the day, and dry for the rest?
Explore when the tide’s out and see the clever ways that wildlife copes with
these challenges.

The splash zone
Close to the shore, wild creatures spend some
time under water, or getting splashed by the
waves. At other times, they are baked by the sun
and dried by the wind. They wait out the dry times
in a water-tight shell.

The damp zone
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This wildlife needs to stay damp all the time.
Some animals hide in cracks, others under seaweed
where it never really dries out.

Swimming pools
Most rockpools never dry out completely.
This is where you’ll find creatures that must
stay underwater.
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www.rspb.org.uk/wildchallenge
Sign up and earn rewards!
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If you enjoyed finding out about rockpool wildlife, try this seashore game.

Going home?
Limpets are water snails with a shell like a pointy hat. They grind out
a shallow hollow in a rock so they can fit into it snugly.
When the tide is in, they go here, there and everywhere, grazing on weeds.
But they return to the same hollow every time the tide goes out.
And because it’s a perfect fit, they don’t dry out.
Can you lead these limpets to their hollows? Follow the lines to get each
limpet safely home before the tide goes out, so it won’t dry out.
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